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A QTJANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF COMET HALLEY A N D  
CARBONACEOUS CHONDRITES AT THE SUBMICRON LEVEL 

b.E. Brownlee'. M . X . I .  M'heelockl, S. Temple1. J.P.  ~ r a d l e y ~ ,  J .  ~ i s s e l ~ ,  (1) University of 
Washington. (2 )  Mc('rone Assoc., Chicago ( 3 )  MPI-Kernphysik, Heidelberg 

The mass ~pec t r a  obtained from the three dust impact mass spectrometers carried on 
the Halley flyb) rnisq~oris provided the first in-situ compositional analyses of cometary dust. 
The PI-4 (on Giotto) and Pt-RIA (on Vega) instruments provided elemental composition 
data for individual particles averaging O.1pm in size(l.2). By summation of many spec- 
tra. Jessberger et a1 (3 )  have shown that the Halley bulk composition is approximately 
chondritic but with higher C and S than known chondrite classes. To further evaluate 
the similarity of Halley and chondrites we have compared the compositional dispersion 
of Halley dust with similar sized volumes of the fine grained fraction of chondrites. The 
meteorite data was obtained by focused beam electron probe analysis of random spots in 
fine grained material of bulk polished samples and in 0.09pm-thick microtome sections. 
The spatial resolution on the bulk samples a t  lOkV is approximately one micron, and for 
the microtome sections is less than O.lvm. The results of these analyses clearly show that 
the compositional variations in Halley are unlike those seen in chondrites on the same 
s~ibmicron size scale. 

In this study we attemped to  use a simple but definitive scheme for comparing Halley 
mith chondrites. \Ye compared the Fe/(Fe+llg) ratios of significant numbers of Halley 
particles and of submicron volumes of chondrite matrix. These elements are abundant 
in most Halley spectra and their fine scale distribution in chondrites and interplanetary 
dust is strongly influenced by mineral chemistry. The interpretation of the distribution 
of this data is also not strongly influenced by uncertainties in relative ion yields. For the 
Halley data we integrated peaks from 71 of the PIA and PVhfA "mode zero" spectra, the 
higest fidelity data. These "best" spectra comprise 33': of the mode zero spectra that 
had adequate peak amplitudes. The spectra that were not selected had anomalies such as 
high backgrounds, double peaking or unidentifiable mass scales. The sum of the selected 
PCMA spectra are shown in Figure 1. 

The results shown in Figure 2 distinctly show that lE5 

the distribution of Llg and Fe in Halley is unlike that 
seen in the meteorite samples. Halley contains abun- ,0000 

dant hlg silica~es and Genie Fe rich material while most 
of the submicron volumes of CI and Chl matrix do not 3 

2 1000 vary greatly from solar ratios. The degree of submi- 
cron heterogeneity seen 111 Halley is incompatible with 5 
the chondrite measurerrients. ilrlplying that Halley-like 100 

cometary material ha\ not heen preserved in these ob- 
jects. The differences are .io large and fundamental that 10 
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tainties in calibration of PIA4/PT'lI.4 or by the repre- 
sentativeness of meteorite sampling. \Ye have also con- 
ducted similar point count studies on bulk sections of Figure 1. The summed 

the fine grained fractions of Ornans. Renazzo. Tieschitz. mass spectra of the 37 

Chairipur. Iirynlka and Semarkona: none of these mate- PLThlA spectra used in this 

rials u-ere si~llilar to the Halley data. Some of the anhy- study. The C1 peak may 

drous interplanetary dust particles are similar to Halley be a contaminant. 

but proving a match is more difficult than demonstrat- 
ing a mismatch and the true meaning of the similarity 
will require further study. 
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Figure  2. Histograms showing the submi- 
cron distribution of Fe/(Mg+Fe) in Hal- 
ley and random spots in the matrices of 
Murchison and Orgueil. The microtome 
data is for 0.1 micron diameter volumes 
while the other meteorite plots are for mi- 
cron volumes. In the PVM.4 "corrected" 
plot, the bIg/Fe ratios have been multi- 
plied by a constant empirical factor such 
that the mean l lg /Fe  ratio of the data set 
matches chondritic abundance. The other 
PIA/PYMA plots are calculated from un- 
corrected peak int,egrals. 
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